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-Introduction.
We give in this paper a new approach to the determination of the type and the construction of the Green's function of an open Riemann surface.
We first define an open Riemann surface to be of hyperbolic type if the completion of the pre-Hilbert space of C 30 functions with compact supports endowed with the Dirichlet scalar product is a space of currents. In this case we construct in a natural way an operator ^ and call the kernel in the sense of Schwartz of <^ the Green's kernel of the open Riemann surface. We then show that an open Riemann surface is of hyperbolic type if and only if it possesses the Green's function in the classical sense and that the Green's kernel is identical, upto a scalar factor, with the Green's function in the classical sense.
The invariance of the type of an open Riemann surface under quasi-conformal maps is derived as an immediate consequence of the definition of type. Let Q be an open Riemann surface, that is, a non-compact connected complex analytic manifold of complex dimension p one. We denote by 2)(Q), p = 0, 1, 2, the space of C 00 forms of degree p endowed with the topology of Schwartz [10, 11] . p Let ^'(Q) denote the space of currents of degree p endowed p with the strong topology [10, 11] . Let further §(Q) denote p the space of C°° forms of degree p and 8'(Q) the space of currents of degree p with compact supports, each endowed with the usual topology.
The operator * is defined intrinsically on 1-forms in Q [8] . The operator * is defined on the currents of degree one by the formula : <*T, <?>=<T, -.9), -Tejy, cea\ On a Riemann surface the Laplacian is not defined intrinsically as an operator carrying functions into functions. However we can define an operator analogous to the Laplacian carrying functions into 2 forfts.
We define an operator We then have
(dT, d9) = <-AT, c>.
4. -The type and the Green's kernel.
0
Let ^(Q) denote the vector space ^ endowed with the Dirichlet scalar product . Since A is an elliptic operator we see exactly as in Lions [5, p. 36 ] that the operator ^ can be extended to an isomorphism, still denoted by G, of W + 8' onto 36+8' and A is its inverse. In this section we prove some propositions concerning the Green's operator.
PROPOSITION 1. -Q is of hyperbolic type if and only if cA(BL).
Proof. If Q is of hyperbolic type and f^ e ^), then ^ e BL and A(^ = ^.
Suppose conversely that U)cA(BL). Let \^n\^ ^n 6^ be a sequence converging to zero in S&Q. We shall show that 2 (4s ?n) "" > ^ ^o r ^^y '^ e ^* I 11 ^a ct ^e t ^ e ^L be such that AT = ^. Then _ <^9,>=<AT,_9,),_ =-(dT, ^).
Since dT e L 1 and c^ -> 0 in L Proof. For 9 e c^ (Q') let 9' e ^ (Q) be the function obtained by extending 9 by zero outside Q'. The map /: 9-^9î s an isometry of X>o (^/) into 56o W-The inclusion map 36o (^') -> ^/ (^') is the composition of the map /, the continuous inclusion WQ (Q) -> ®' (Q) and the restriction map r: 3)' (Q) -^ 3)' (Q') and is hence continuous. Since the map / can be extended into an isometry (still denoted by /) the second part of the proposition follows. We identify 36 (Q') with a subspace of 96 (Q) by means of the isometry /. On the other hand if P^ denotes the projection operator on 38(Qfc) we have, for 9 e 2) (Q^), (P^T, 9)^^ == (^T, ^9-)= <-AgT, 9') ==-<T, 9^>. Hence g,T; == P,gT. Proof. Let S, = g,T\ To prove that S^ -> §T in ®' (Q) it is sufficient to prove that, for every ^ e 3) (Q), <S^, 4') tends to <^T, ^>. Now Tel' (Q,) and ^ e 2) (Q^) for all sufficiently large /c, say for k > /Co. In Q^, we have REMARK 6. -Another proof of the theorem may be given using the notion of the harmonic measure of the ideal boundary and Remark 4. We shall show that the type of a Riemann surface is invariant under quasi-conformal maps. This result has been proved by Pfluger [9] .
Let QI and Q^ be two open Riemann surfaces. Let ^ : QI -> Qg be a (C°°) diffeomorphism which is quasi-conformal 
